3 electric autos as CMRL feeder service

EXPRESSION SERVICE @ Chennai

ADDING to its present feeder services of share-autos and cabs, the Chennai Metro Rail Limited has started operating electric autos on a pilot basis to improve its last-mile connectivity.

Launched on Thursday in association with the European Union-funded ‘Namma Auto Project’, three electric autos will operate from the Alandur Metro station. They will be shuttling between Alandur and DLF IT Park in Porur at a flat rate of ₹10, said a release from the CMRL.

“The CMRL will provide free parking facilities for these autos for the duration of the trial run. The autos will be noise-free with zero emission. This step proves how essential, sustainable and green public transport is needed for Chennai,” said Manjula Menon, Project Manager, Namma Auto Project. “This pilot project has been initiated to establish electric auto rickshaw as a convenient, customer-friendly and viable option of the first and last-mile Metro connectivity for the people of Chennai,” said Manjula Menon.

The Namma Auto Project is implemented by four consortium partners - Foundations ACRA, Envin Foundation, Women Health and Development and the Energy and Resources Institute from India. “This project also provides backing to our focus on implementing the sustainable development goals which include building a sustainable community and promote action to improve climate change,” said Manjula Menon.

The autos will be noise-free with zero emission. This step further proves how essential, sustainable and green public transport is needed for Chennai.

A CMRL official